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Abstract  

 

BACKGROUND 

In the last decade, universally available antiretroviral therapy has led to reduced HIV 

incidence in sub-Saharan Africa. Sources of remaining transmission need to be 

characterised to design effective prevention strategies. 

 

METHODS 

We used phylogenetics to understand the population characteristics of people who are 

sources of infection. HIV samples from 6,864 individuals from Zambia were deep-sequenced 

as part of HPTN 071-02 (PopART) Phylogenetics between 2014 and 2018. We identified 

300 likely directed transmission pairs and analysed their sources to better understand 

transmission in the general population. 

 

RESULTS 

After demographic weighting of the recipient population to match the estimated total 

population infected during the trial period, 59.4% (95% CI: 53.1%-65.8%) of transmissions 

were male-to-female, with 43.1% (36.6%-49.5%) of transmissions from males aged 25-40. 

Since the adult HIV prevalence was 2.0 times higher in women than men, the per-capita 

transmission rate was 2.93 times higher per infected male than per infected female. 25.6% 

(19.9%-31.3%) of sources were estimated to have themselves been infected less than a 

year before the transmission event. 16.8% (12%-21.7%) of sources transmitted viruses 

resistant to first-line ART. 13% (8.6%-17.4%) of transmissions occurred between individuals 

from different study communities. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our findings suggest that HIV transmission in the study communities took place as part of 

common sexual mixing, and that there was no outsized contribution of importation, from drug 

resistance, or recent infection. Men aged 25-40 should be the focus of treatment for 

prevention interventions, even if linking them to care requires more effort. 

 

Introduction 

 

The last decade has seen a global transformation in HIV care, with the near universal 

availability of affordable and effective combination antiretroviral therapy (ART), that durably 

suppresses viral replication, prevents and even reverses progression to AIDS, and prevents 
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onward transmission of the virus. The discovery that combination ART blocks transmission 

of the virus led to the concept that annual testing followed by initiation of ART for infected 

individuals may be an effective form of HIV prevention 1. 

 

The HPTN 071 (PopART) cluster-randomised trial evaluated whether a combination 

prevention package including universal testing and treatment would reduce HIV incidence in 21 

communities in Zambia and South Africa 2. In the home-based package, community workers 

conducted HIV testing and supported linkage to HIV care and ART adherence. The trial 

reported a 20% reduction of HIV incidence in study arms with the combination prevention 

package, but residual transmission remained. 

 

The HPTN 071-02 (PopART) Phylogenetics Study was set up as an ancillary study to HPTN 

071 (PopART) in the Zambian communities. The aims of the study were to use 

phylogenetics to find the origins and characterise the sources of ongoing transmission, 

assess the effectiveness of the intervention had it been rolled out nation-wide, and to identify 

the most promising policies for prevention in the future. 

 

HIV phylogenies reflect the demographic and spatial history of transmission in a specific 

setting 3,4. In population-level analyses, HIV phylogenetic inferences have been used to 

describe the origin and global spread of HIV 5, characterize transmission dynamics at the 

population level in concentrated epidemics 6, and, building on studies that examined 

individual transmission events 7, to analyse transmission linkages in HIV prevention trials 
1,8,9. More recently, phylogenetic analysis has been applied to understand epidemics in sub-

Saharan African settings, looking at patterns of clustering 10 and spatial spread 11–13.  

 

To understand the risk factors for onward HIV transmission, it is necessary to conduct large 

phylogenetic studies with high sampling density, such that probable source-recipient pairs 

can be studied. Two prior studies used this approach to identify the most likely transmitters 

and risk-factors for transmission in two well-characterized, concentrated European HIV 

networks consisting mostly of men who have sex with men 14,15. Here, we report the first 

study of this kind in a large generalised epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa. A similar study is 

being conducted for the Ya Tsie Trial in Botswana 16. We characterised the sources of 

transmission by age and gender, and determined if they were infected less than one year 

before the transmission, whether the sources were from a different community than the 

recipient, and if their dominant viral strain was resistant to first-line ART. Future work will 
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address the question of whether phylogenetic analysis reveals significant differences 

between the arms of the trial. 

 

Methods 

 

Study design 

The HPTN 071 (PopART) cluster-randomised trial was conducted in Zambia and South 

Africa between 2013 and 2018 in 21 communities with a total population of approximately 1 

million and adult HIV prevalence of 21.5% 2. HPTN 071-02 (PopART) Phylogenetics was 

conducted in nine of the twelve Zambian PopART communities and included participants 

from the PopART Population Cohort (PC) and additional participants enrolled at health care 

facilities (HCF) in the same communities. The PC enrolled one randomly selected person 

aged 15-44 per randomly selected household, irrespective of HIV status, with a total of 

20,264 participants in the nine Zambian communities between 2013 and 2018. At the HCF, 

participants were enrolled if they were HIV+ individuals aged 18 or over who started 

treatment (or restarted treatment after an interruption) between 2016 and 2018. Details can 

be found in the trial protocol (see https://www.hptn.org/sites/default/files/inline-

files/HPTN%20071-2%2C%20Version%202.0%20%2807-14-2017%29.pdf). 

 

Ethical considerations 

Participants gave written consent specifically developed for the phylogenetics ancillary study 

(see protocol). Pseudonymised data were stored in a GDPR-compliant manner 17. Ethical 

approvals for the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial and the HPTN 071-02 (PopART) Phylogenetics 

Study was granted by ethics committees at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical 

Medicine, University of Zambia, and Stellenbosch University, South Africa. The design of the 

study was discussed with community advisory boards. Results of the study were shared and 

discussed with participants in several local workshops. 

 

Sequencing and phylogenetic analysis 

Genetic sequences for the viral RNA in each sample were obtained using veSEQ-HIV, a 

bait-capture based quantitative high-throughput whole-genome deep-sequencing method 

with a sensitivity of >5,000 RNA copies/ml for whole genomes 18. 

 

The phylogenetic analysis aimed to find phylogenetically probable source-recipient 

transmission pairs identified by analysing all obtained sequences. These methods analysed 

within-host genetic diversity assessed by deep sequencing data, building on the 
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phyloscanner software 19. Analyses were performed using custom methods which have 

previously been validated against external reference datasets. 

 

Phyloscanner was used to identify likely transmission pairs as described in Ratmann et al 20 

from sequences aligned using shiver 21 and clusters generated using HIV-TRACE 22. Same-

sex pairs were excluded from further analysis as they were mostly predicted to be cases of 

indirect transmission with a missing intermediary (see supplement). The distribution of 

mixed-sex and same-sex pairs was not consistent with a significant contribution of cryptic 

transmission amongst men who have sex with men (see supplement). In order to estimate 

which transmissions had taken place in the trial period, the time since infection (TSI) was 

estimated for each sample using a machine learning approach (random forest regression) 

on the mean genomic diversity (minor allele frequency) and mean genomic divergence 

(largest subgraph root-to-tip distance) across all windows in the gag, pol and env genes. 

Direction of transmission in the pairs was reconstructed using two methods: a phyloscanner 

topological classification and comparison of the estimates of TSI for each individual. We 

included pairs called by one method and indeterminate in the other, and pairs called by both 

methods with concordant results. Sources were classified as coming from outside the 

community if they were sampled in a different study community than the recipient. To correct 

for sampling bias in all analyses, we calculated sample weights for the recipient population 

using iterative proportional fitting, according to four demographic variables: sex, birth cohort, 

community, and marital status. 

 

Detection and classification of drug resistance mutations 

A bioinformatic pipeline, drmSEQ, was used to predict drug resistance to first-line adult ART 

based on detection of mutations in the Illumina reads generated by veSEQ-HIV using the 

Stanford HIV Drug Resistance Database scoring system (HIVdb version 8.9.1) 23 as follows: 

scores 0-14 - WT/susceptible, scores 15-29 - low-level resistance, scores 30 and above - 

high-level resistance. The method has been previously validated against an FDA-approved 

drug resistance assay 24. First-line adult ART national guidance at the time of sampling was 

non-nucleoside inhibitor efavirenz in combination with nucleoside inhibitors abacavir, AZT, 

D4T, DDI, FTC, 3TC or Tenofovir.  

 

Results 

 

Trial participants and sequences 
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Participants were enrolled from the PopART PC and HCFs in the same communities. Full or 

near-full sequence coverage was obtained for 5,613 participants (Figure 1, see detailed 

table in the supplement). Next generation sequencing (NGS) files are available via the 

PANGEA consortium 25 (www.pangea-hiv.org). 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Flowchart depicting determination of transmission pairs from recruited 

participants. 

 

Identification of transmission pairs 

 

Phylogenetic analysis of all NGS reads identified 468 probable opposite-sex transmission 

pairs. A model of sampling of transmission chains estimates that each of these pairs has a 

probability of 90.4% of representing direct transmission (see supplement). Next to the 468 

opposite-sex pairs, the analysis yielded 336 same-sex pairs, which were excluded from 

further analysis as they are likely to represent unsampled intermediaries (see supplement). 

The distribution of mixed-sex and same-sex pairs was not consistent with a significant 

contribution of cryptic transmission amongst men who have sex with men (see supplement). 

The likely direction of transmission in the pairs was assessed by two independent methods, 

using phylogenetic topology and estimates of recency of infection. Phylogenetic topology 

identified 268 directed pairs, the recency estimate 230 pairs. 143 pairs were called by both 

methods, 24 pairs were excluded due to conflicting result. The combined analysis yielded 
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355 probable transmission pairs with good confidence in the direction of transmission. For 

300 of these, transmission was estimated to have occurred during the trial period (i.e., since 

January 2014) (Figure 1). An example of how a transmission pair is identified via topology is 

depicted in Figure 2. The number of transmission pairs identified was consistent with a 

power calculation conducted before the study to determine the number of transmission pairs 

required to characterise the sources of infection (see supplement). 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of the selection of transmission pairs. The full phylogeny of the 5,613 

consensus sequences with at least 50% coverage (top) has a subtree (green) enlarged. 

Within that subtree, coloured tip shapes indicate members of four separate HIV-TRACE 

clusters. A single cluster (orange) is further enlarged. A separate phylogeny of within-host 

tips was constructed for each of 898 genomic windows; two examples for windows 2430-

2680 and 6400-6650 are presented (with reference sequences pruned). In these windows 
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(asterisk, inset), and when all windows were summarised (bottom), orange host 3 was 

reconstructed as the source of the infection in orange host 2. The other three members of 

the orange cluster (1,4,5) were not identified as belonging to any directed transmission pair. 

Branch lengths in all phylogenies are in substitutions per site. 

 

Characteristics of sources 

 

We characterised the sources by gender, age, recency of infection, resistance to first-line 

ART, and whether they were registered in a different community than the recipients. We 

used iterative proportional fitting (raking) to weight the population of recipients so they were 

demographically representative of the population of all recipients who acquired HIV infection 

during the trial; proportions and medians given in this section are post-weighting. 

 

The age distributions for both males and females showed the highest transmission from 

middle-aged individuals: 72.4% (95% CI: 65.6%-80.3%) of male sources were between 25 

and 40 years of age at the time of transmission, representing 43.1% (36.6%-49.5%) of all 

transmissions; 72.8% (64.3%-81.3%) of female sources were between 20 and 35 years of 

age at the time of transmission, representing 29.5% (23.6%-35.5%) of all transmissions 

(Figure 3A). The median age at time of transmission was 32 years (range 20-64) for male 

sources and 25 (17-49) for female sources (Figure 3A). The distributions are wide and 

consistent with a generalised epidemic in which risk is ubiquitous and many individuals 

transmit to their regular partners. 

 

After weighing, 59.4% (53.1%-65.8%) of transmissions were from male to female 

participants (Figure 3A). Since the adult HIV prevalence was 2.0 times higher in women than 

men, the per capita rate of transmission was thus 2.93 times higher for infected males than 

for infected females. 

 

To determine at which stage of their infection sources were most likely to transmit, we used 

a machine learning approach on phylogenetic parameters to estimate how long the virus had 

been evolving in each host. This allowed us to estimate how long ago each individual had 

been infected, when the transmission event took place and for how long the source had 

been infected at transmission. In the transmission pairs, 72 recipients were infected by 

sources who themselves were estimated to have been infected within the 12 months before 

the transmission occurred (Figure 3D). This corresponds to a weighted proportion of 25.6% 

(19.9%-31.3%).  
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After omitting eleven individuals whose viruses had an unknown drug resistance profile, a 

large majority of sources (236/289) transmitted drug-sensitive viruses, while 20 participants 

transmitted HIV with low-level resistance to first-line ART and 33 HIV with high-level 

resistance to first-line ART (Figure 3E). The weighted proportions of individuals transmitting 

sensitive, low-level resistant and high-level resistant HIV were 82.5% (77.5%-87.5%), 6.7% 

(3.4%-10%) and 10.8% (6.7%-14.9%), respectively.  

 

Finally, we determined the fraction of transmission pairs for which the source was living in a 

different community than the recipient. 263 of 300 transmissions occurred within the same 

community, a weighted proportion of 87% (83.6%-91.4%). For the interpretation of the HPTN 

071 (PopART) trial, 13% cross-community transmission means that the effectiveness of the 

trial was likely underestimated in the original analysis, indicating that the PopART 

intervention package would have been more effective if it had been implemented country-

wide. 
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Figure 3: Histograms of characteristics of source individuals in the set of directed opposite-

sex pairs determined to have been infected during the trial period. Counts have been 

weighted to make the recipient population representative of the population infected during 

the trial, using the PopART model for birth cohort, sex and community, and the 2018 Zambia 

demographic survey for marital status. A) Age profile of sources (at the estimated time of 

transmission). B) Infections caused by sources residing in a different community from the 

recipient. C) Recency of source infection (source estimated to be infected less than 1 year 

before recipient). D) First-line drug resistance profiles.  
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Combined characteristics of sources 

 

To gain a better understanding of how the different characteristics of sources interact with 

each other, we ranked them according to the fraction of transmission in which they played a 

role (Figure 4A). The highest fraction of transmissions originated from males aged 25-40 

who were infected more than a year prior to transmission and lived in the same community. 

They were the sources for twice as many transmissions as the female risk group aged 20-35 

with the same characteristics and almost twice as many transmissions as all sources outside 

these two age groups. These groups were followed by the same groups who were infected 

less than a year before transmission, were registered in a different community, and whose 

dominant viral population was resistant to first-line ART. There was no group that 

disproportionately combined several of the risk factors, as real values were generally very 

close to values expected if risk factors present in the population of sources had been 

randomly assigned to this population (Figure 4B). 

 

A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B 
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Figure 4: A) Distribution of all combinations of five key risk factors amongst the set of 

directed opposite-sex pairs determined to have been infected during the trial period. Each 

bar represents a group of sources whose characteristics are defined by the black dots in the 

bottom rows. Bars are weighted as in previous plots. B) Actual distribution of risk factors 

compared to the distribution expected if risk factors had been allocated randomly to sources 

based on risk factor percentages identified in the source population. 

 

The analysis also shows which transmissions could have been averted by the PopART 

intervention package and which would have been missed. Testing in the trial was 

approximately yearly which means that transmissions caused by groups which have a black 

dot in the third row might have been missed. Transmissions from a different community 

would likely also have been missed if they originated in one of the control communities in 

which the prevention package was not offered. The analysis offers a convenient way to 

assess different prevention policies and the maximum impact on incidence they are likely to 

have. 

 

Discussion 

 

This study identified likely transmission pairs and the characteristics of sources of HIV 

transmission in Zambia between 2014 and 2019. The aim of the study is to provide policy 

makers with data on where transmission is still occurring in a generalised epidemic in sub-
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Saharan Africa despite delivery of a universal testing and treatment intervention and advise 

where prevention efforts should be focussed. 

 

We identified men aged 25-40 as the group most commonly transmitting HIV. This group 

was responsible for 43.2% of transmissions. Women aged 20-35 were responsible for 30.3% 

of transmissions. Age distributions of sources were wide, suggesting that risk of infection 

was common across a large fraction of society. We did not find evidence for a renewal cycle 

involving chronically infected older women as suggested previously 26. As prevalence among 

women was 2.0 times as high as prevalence among men in the HPTN 071 (PopART) study, 

the number of new infections from young men per infected young man was 2.93 times the 

same number for young women. Men in this age group were less likely than other 

demographic groups to be linked to care and on ART 27. These results highlight the need for 

more intensive efforts in UTT programmes to achieve high coverage of men aged 25-40 and 

suggest that pre-exposure prophylaxis services should also be considered, particularly for 

young women 28,29. 

 

A quarter of sources in this study were estimated to have been infected for less than a year 

before passing on the infection. Previous estimates have ranged between 5-10% and 60-

80%, reviewed in 30,31. Our results suggest that both recently infected individuals and 

individuals with chronically unsuppressed HIV require attention: more frequent testing to 

avert transmission from recent infections and efforts to retain people in care to avert 

transmission from chronic infection. 

 

In this study, 10.4% and 6.4% of sources’ viral population were dominated by variants with 

high-level and low-level resistance against first-line ART, respectively. This mirrors the high 

percentage of first-line ART resistance in Sub-Saharan Africa reported by other studies in 

the past few years 32–34. The rollout of dolutegravir is urgently needed and will hopefully 

reverse this trend. Resistance against first-line ART including dolutegravir should be 

monitored by local surveillance teams as availability of HIV drug resistance testing and NGS 

sequencing in sub-Saharan Africa increases. 

 

A large majority of transmissions occurred between partners living in the same community. 

However, 13% of transmissions occurred between partners living in different communities. 

As the primary analysis of the HPTN 071 (PopART) trial 2 took no account of between-

community transmission, our findings indicate that HIV incidence would have been further 

reduced if the PopART prevention package had been implemented country-wide. The 

complex statistical corrections required to assess the impact of the intervention taking into 
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account between-community transmission are outside the scope of this study, but further 

analysis of the phylogenetics data is likely to lead to a higher estimate of the effectiveness of 

the intervention. 

 

This study has limitations. While sampling fractions have been high and reached between 

4.9% and 9.5% of people living with HIV in the individual study communities, the sample was 

still not fully representative of the HIV-positive population as a whole. In particular, 

recruitment of one person per household in the PC limited our ability to identify within-

household transmission pairs. This is partially mitigated by the collection of samples in the 

HCFs which included additional members of the same households. The sequencing 

approach yielded sequences for participants with more than 5000 viral copies/mL. This 

corresponds to 92.8% of participants with viral loads above 1500 copies/mL who might have 

been involved in a transmission event 35. 

 

HPTN 071-02 (PopART) Phylogenetics is the largest HIV phylogenetic study conducted to 

date, the first large transmission study to be based on an a priori power calculation, and the 

the most comprehensive study of characteristics of sources of HIV-1 infection in sub-

Saharan Africa. The study highlights that residual transmission occurred across a wide 

spectrum of common sexual interactions and was not limited to small risk groups. Men aged 

25-40 however were, as a group, responsible for a large share of transmissions and should 

be prioritised in prevention efforts, even if linking them to care requires more effort. 
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